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Abstract— We provide an overview of the current data management research issues in the context of the Semantic Web.
The objective is to introduce the audience into the area of
the Semantic Web, and to highlight the fact that the area
provides many interesting research opportunities for the data
management community. A new model, the Resource Description
Framework (RDF), coupled with a new query language, called
SPARQL, lead us to revisit some classical data management
problems, including efficient storage, query optimization, and
data integration. These are problems that the Semantic Web
community has only recently started to explore, and therefore
the experience and long tradition of the database community
can prove valuable. We target both experienced and novice
researchers that are looking for a thorough presentation of the
area and its key research topics.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND M OTIVATION
Over the last decade, we have witnessed a tremendous
increase in the amount of data available on the Web. These
data come from almost every field of human activity and
include financial information, weather reports, news feeds,
product information, geographical maps and the like. At the
same time, the advent of Web 2.0 applications, such as Wikis,
social networking sites and mashups, have brought new forms
of data and have radically changed the nature of modern
Web. They have transformed the Web from a publish-only
environment into a vibrant place for information exchange.
Naturally, Web users have also evolved and have gradually
changed from being mainly data consumers to becoming
active data producers themselves. Data dissemination agents
have contributed further to the increase of the plethora of
information on the Web.
Making sense of all these data is both important and
increasingly challenging (by humans and machines alike). The
goal of the Semantic Web [1] is to enhance the current Web
by linking the data and enriching it with metadata in ways that
facilitate both the understanding of data and the exploitation
of its semantics [2], [3]. This explicit representation of data
semantics is expected to enable a Web with new qualitative
levels of service. In this context, new challenges emerge for
semantic-aware data management systems. In particular, there
is a growing need for representation models and success-

ful communication mechanisms for the data semantics, for
semantic-based (as opposed to value-based) query engines,
and for semantic-aware presentation techniques of query results. Furthermore, the availability of Semantic Web services
allows the development of modular, self-describing and selfcontained applications that offer new challenges in retrieving,
exchanging and composing data [4].
One key decision for the Semantic Web community, towards
addressing its challenges and achieving its goals, was the
adoption of the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [5]
as the data model for representation and exchange in the new
Web of data. RDF was chosen in spite of the popularity of the
relational, and more recently of the XML model, and in spite
of the maturity of these models in terms of both research and
commercial system support. And for a while, there was limited
availability of RDF data and RDF use was limited outside the
Semantic Web academic cycle. However, this changed when
governments (most notably from US [6] and UK [7]) and
large companies and organizations have started using RDF
as the business data model and representation format, either
for semantic data integration (e.g. Pfizer [8]), search engine
optimization and better product search (e.g. Best Buy [9]),
or for representation of data from information extraction (e.g.
BBC [10]). Further evidence of the RDF data explosion is
clearly visible in the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud [11],
where Web data from a diverse set of domains like Wikipedia
(DBpedia [12]), geographic locations, films (LinkedMDB [13]
– a linked movie database), scientific data, and the like, are
interlinked to provide one large data cloud. To store this data,
a number of RDF data management systems have started to
emerge, from which some rely on a relational back-end (e.g.
Jena SDB [14], Virtuoso [15], Sesame [16], Oracle [17]), while
others rely on newly developed native RDF storage techniques
(e.g. Jena TDB [14], 4store [18]).
All this activity did not go unnoticed from the database
community. The first research papers towards the development of database systems that can handle vast amounts of
RDF data have already started to appear in major database
conferences [19], [20], [21], [22]. Yet, there is a lot of work
left to be done. Traditional data management approaches

have a lot to gain by incorporating semantic information
into their frameworks. Existing data integration, exchange and
query solutions are typically based on the values of the data
that are actually stored in the repositories, and not on the
semantics of these values. Incorporation of semantics will
improve query accuracy, offer better sharing and permit more
efficient distribution services. Integration of new content, onthe-fly generation of mappings, querying on loosely structured
data, keyword searching on structured data repositories, and
entity identification, are some of the areas that can benefit
from the presence of semantic knowledge alongside the data.
Although the data management community has traditionally focused on issues related to performance, scalability
and query expressiveness, there have been strong evidences
for an emerging interest towards the incorporation of semantic information in different data management processes.
For instance, the University of Pennsylvania Workshop on
Information Integration [23] has recognized that methods for
query answering, matching and mapping need to be adapted
to support ontologies. Ontologies can be successfully used to
improve schema mapping tools [24]. Different techniques have
also been developed for storing and querying different kinds
of metadata, such as data quality parameters [25], provenance
[26], superimposed information [27], or annotations [28], [29],
while relevant values have been used to enhance database
querying [30]. The data complexity and the difficulty of
understanding its full semantics have led to the development
of techniques that follow an approach similar to the one used
in the Semantic Web. For instance, we have already seen
work on keyword searching in relational databases [31], [32].
Furthermore, query processing in the recent area of dataspaces
[33] assumes that very often users interact with the system in
an exploratory nature, pose imprecise queries, define mappings
in a pay-as-you-go fashion, and expect to receive highly
heterogeneous and very often probabilistic query results. Even
the data model typically used in dataspaces is triple-based, as
in RDF, and the query mechanism is not based on structures
like tuples, columns, elements, or values, but on the notion of
entities, which is the backbone of the Semantic Web data.
Based on the above, it is becoming apparent that the Semantic Web brings new research challenges and opportunities
for data engineering. First, by incorporating ontologies and
other semantic models and reasoners in existing query and
integration engines, we can improve the currently offered
functionalities. Second, the RDF model offers new research
directions to explore in storing and querying voluminous RDF
data. One of our goals is to raise awareness of all these
opportunities and motivate researchers in working towards
these (and other) research directions. It is important to note
here that the development of RDF is reminiscent of the story
of XML. It also has been introduced by another community
but turn out to be a popular topic for research that is active
even to this day.
While motivating database researchers to work on Semantic
Web problems is clearly one of our goals, a higher-level
goal is to bring the Data Management and Semantic Web

communities together. So far, the two communities have followed relatively independent lines of research (by publishing
to different venues). The first has focused mainly on scalability
and performance while the second on semantic interoperability
of data on the Web. We believe that the success of modern
Web applications highly depends on the contributions of both.
Thus, we expect that we have excellent opportunities to bring
together researchers and practitioners from both areas. The
opening and invited talk of PODS 2009 [34] (a talk on a
Web of concepts) has been an indication that the database
community has started to keep an eye on the ideas and issues
of the Semantic Web community. ICDE has been hosting for
the last 2 years a Workshop dedicated on the intersection
of the Semantic Web and of Databases: the Data Engineering Meets the Semantic Web (DESWeb). VLDB 2010 had
a similar workshop Semantic Data Management (SemData)
and SIGMOD 2011 hosted the Semantic Web Information
Management (SWIM) workshop. The fact that the best paper
award in VLDB 2007 was about storing RDF [21], and one
of the PODS 2011 tutorials was on “Querying Semantic Web
data with SPARQL” [35] are further indications of a growing
interest.
II. O UTLINE
Our objective is three-fold. First, to educate the audience on
the goals of the Semantic Web and the approaches that have
been taken so far. It intends to provide a generic overview
of the different phases of publishing, querying, discovering,
and integrating Semantic Web data, and draw the link to the
respective works in the data management community. The
second objective is to identify and analyze a list of the research
opportunities in the area. The final objective is to provide
a complete, unified and systematic presentation of all the
efforts that have been proposed on managing RDF data and
on querying using SPARQL.
We offer an introduction to the basic concepts of RDF and
SPARQL. We provide an overview of the process of publishing
data on the Web, and will use this process as a roadmap of
the main topics that will be discussed in the tutorial. These
topics include the following:
• RDF (schema) and semantics
• Schema/ontology matching and mappings
• Storage strategies for RDF
• (Efficient) query processing in SPARQL
• Semantic linking of RDF data
• Benchmarking performance and data quality
We include not only an overview of important related works
but also a list of open research questions.
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